World leader in vehicle
de-pollution technology

Bilder

SEDA
EasyDrain
A-51027

Your benefits:
 Compact and clean
 Quickly operational
 Pre-installed technique
 Powerful and durable
 Easy service

 Additional equipment
 Flexible und secure
 Explosion proofed
ATEX certified
TankDrillingMachine
„Universal and rapid use.
The EasyDrain belongs to
the very best what SEDA
offers!”

Scrap car
De-pollution system
The SEDA EasyDrain is an ideal solution to drain End-oflife vehicles (ELV) of all liquids. Individual pumps and
specialist draining tools remove virtually all liquids in a
safe and efficient manor.
Specially developed and focused on smaller dismantlers,
the SEDA EasyDrain concept is very successful. The
engineering and economic challenge was to find an
optimal combination for a clean, efficient, but fast and
cost-effective solution. This Drainage station fulfills all this
requirements.
With the EasyDrain you can process up to 30 vehicles a
day. The approval SEDA technology removes up to 98%
of all fluids without spilling a drop.
Versions:
- SEDA EasyDrain Basic

(SEDA TankDrillingMachine „heavy duty“ mobile with 1 swing-arm)

- SEDA Easy Drain Compact

(SEDA SEDA TankDrillingMachine „heavy duty“ with 2 swing-arms)

- SEDA Easy Drain Customized

(We can offer you a tailor made solution for your special requirements!)

Werner Borgfeldt

SEDA Quality Management

Variety of configurations:
- PD version (combined pump for petrol (gas) and diesel)
- CS version (combined pump for coolant and screen wash fluid)
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World leader in vehicle
de-pollution technology

SEDA
EasyDrain
A-51027
Version with platform

Hose reel for coolant
fluid

Scrap car
De-pollution system
Both versions include our SEDA “heavy duty”
TankDrillingMachine, with up to 4 vacuum pumps for
petrol & diesel, waste oil, windscreen washer fluid &
coolant and brake fluid by pump or vacuum chamber. It
comes with special tools to remove coolant fluid and
additional accessories (universal pressure plugs, etc.).
SEDA EasyDrain works with different vehicle mounting
systems like single ramp, single lifting ramp, double lifting
ramp, scissor lifts, etc.
App. 10-12 minutes
of de-pollution time
per car

Your benefits:
Function control
for all pumps with
vacuum displays

Fuel quality control

Bilder

Additional hose reel and the
hidden hoses in swing arms
Different vehicle
mounting systems

Fuel quality control

Dual funnels
decrease
amount of
spillage of
gear and
engine oil

Explosion proofed
ATEX certified
TankDrillingMachine

Pumps and filters
Pumps protected by a compact housing;
easy service due to a simple accessibility

Catchment areas
with grids for a safe and
clean work area

Little space required

Version with vehicle ramp

TECHNICAL DETAILS

ORDER INFORMATION

Air requirement: 8,5 bar – 1.350 l/min
Co. Evacuation: 2.900 l/car
Drainage time: app. 10-12 min/car*
Fluid drainage: petrol/diesel: 14 l/min
waste oil: 3 l/min
coolant fluid: 3 l/min
screen wash fluid: 5 l/m.
Req. space:
7,0 x 3,8 x 4,0 m
Catchm. area: 4,8 x 1,8 x 0,06 m

A-51027 SEDA EasyDrain
Basic
A-51026 SEDA EasyDrain
Compact
Additional Tool:
S-51312 SEDA SOG²
Alternative Station:
A-51050 SEDA DrainTower

* It depends on the car setup and in-plant flow of operations.
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